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Details of Visit:

Author: BigFriendlyGiant
Location 2: Elephant & Castle
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Mon 25 Feb 2008 12:30
Duration of Visit: 1 hr
Amount Paid: 80
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07706911386
Phone: 07515345763

The Premises:

Brand new flat about 10 minutes walk from Elephant & Castle tube - off Walworth Road. Nice
enough area, lots of people about, so safe. Flat is large, clean and very well equipped, 2 bedrooms
with massage tables and a nice shower (for a change!). Entryphone and very welcoming once
inside building. I don't think many flats are lived in as I didn't meet anybody in the building. Used to
be down the road near Borough tube - see FR73203 - so much better now.

The Lady:

Very cute chinese girl mid-twenties. Speaks English well. Very friendly and polite - she asks you to
take your shoes off as you come in. I think she is very sexy - which is why I keep going back!There
is another chinese girl (early twenties) who is also friendly and sexy and provides exactly the same
service, but Jasmine runs the business and sometimes steps in.

The Story:

There is no sex on offer here, not even oral. It is purely massage and HR. So if you want more you'll
be disappointed! What she does offer is very, very sexy! There's been a lot of talk on the PN Forum
about this sort of service, so I thought I'd share my experience. For your money you get a full hour,
starting with a proper Chinese massage (ie using towels, not oil) which is very expertly delivered (on
a proper massage table - with a hole for your face) and can find those aching muscles. This is the
main part. Then you get an oily sensual massage. I chose the "body-to-body" option so she then
removes her clothes and slides up and down your body - very arousing. (For ?20 less, her clothes
stay on). Then you turn over for more body sliding and finally the hand relief. Finishing off with a
shower. All in all a very satisfying experience - hence my return visits. Having read the Forum
suggestions (Thai Rose, San Ling etc) I think this is a far more discreet and pleasurable experience,
and because you are alone in a bedroom with her (rather than a cubicle with thin walls) you can talk
freely and I feel very relaxed and intimate - especially during the body-to-body. My only concern is
that I now won't be able to get an appointment...
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